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Welcome
As we all know this was my first year as Chairman at Hills Rugby and I had some big shoes to fill. After the
success of the 2014 season, Craig Brinnand or Wacca saw this as the right time to step down as Chairman
and spend more time at home and watch his boys enjoy their rugby. All I could hope is that I could
continue to keep the Club’s culture and standards that he has instilled in not only me but everyone that
has played for this great Club.
How did I go?
Pre season started with the election of the new committee and we have our first meeting. We discuss the
normal things: do we stay in the same grade or apply for promotion? Coaches; dates for events; Heff day
and so on. Things are decided and as a committee we agree to stay in Division 3 for at least one more
season and at the top of our game. Week 2 as Chairman and I am contacted personally by Tim from
Suburban Rugby saying that they want Hills to consider a move to Division 2. This is not a decision I or the
Committee made lightly. After a second meeting of weighing up the pros and cons and all the different
club movements in other Divisions we came to the conclusion that we needed to do what we thought was
best for our Club’s growth and so in went the application. We all know the rest and a new era of the
Club’s history is born.
I must thank Shawn Howell (Club Coach) as at first he was hesitant for a move to Division 2 but once we
looked at the big picture he was up for the challenge. Also I would like to thank a few of the senior 1st
grade players who didn’t look at this decision as negative, especially as it was back to those days of
winning very few games but saw it as a positive to stamp their own part of history and take our Club to
Division 2, the same way the older players did 10 years ago from Division 4 to Division 3.
To everyone who pulled on a RED and BLACK jumper this year thank you as well, I think we all proved to
ourselves it was definitely the correct move.
Pre season also saw the construction of our long awaited storage shed. Once the builders were finished
there were quite a few people that put in time and effort to put the finishing touches on it. I would like to
thank the following people for their contributions: Warren Howell providing the security bars and gate;
Daniel Studders providing the pest protection and Matt Brinnand, Rhys Thompson , and Charlie Budwee

with painting and fitting out the shed. Of course none of this would have been possible without the
efforts of Craig and Kerri Brinnand chasing grants, raising funds and dealing with the council. The council
also gave the clubhouse a good overhaul, fixing the roof and drainage, renovating the toilets, new gas hot
water systems and painting of both interior/exterior of the building. Whilst this was all a bit disruptive to
the start of the season it is now completed and I have to say what a difference this has made, particularly
we have more room in the change rooms and are not climbing over equipment and most importantly we
can enjoy endless hot showers!
How did we fair this year?
4th grade as per usual at the start of the season sees a plethora of players but this always soon sorts itself
out with injuries, weddings and the worst of all music festivals which saw us then starting to run low on
numbers. This year saw 3 senior players assume the role of player/coaches: Scott Hopkins, James Drury
and Jamie Holmes. 4th grade is the hardest team to coach, as week to week you very rarely have the same
team to work with. This led to many a closed meeting between the 3 at the Bull n’ Bush on a Wednesday
after training, while the rest of us would eat pizza. Not sure what was ever discussed but along with their
strict fitness regime at every training session they found a winning formula. This saw the team sitting 2 nd
or 3rd on the table all season and it came down to the last game of the regular season with a battle against
Forest for the minor premiership. The result of their last meeting at the “home of rugby” Forest came
away with the win 12 – 10 the boys had a good chance to settle the score. Unfortunately it wasn’t to be in
another close encounter Forest win 10 – 5. That sees the boy’s line up against them the following week in
the major semi final and with the banter brigade in full voice starving Forest of the ball resulting in many
penalties but not taking the points and backing themselves. We are all over them, but at half time it’s
locked up at 0-all. The 2nd half sees much of the same, and then enters the Ned, a hat trick and one of the
worst attempts at goal from Hopkins ever seen! 17 – 0 Job almost done grand final here we come! The
scene is set against Forest again at 9am at T G Milner. There is a sea of RED and Black, the Banter are in
full voice again doing a great job for the boys. Yet again its close, 7-all at half time, then the Ned again
gets a hat trick along with Holmes getting 1 as well. 24 – 7 Job done! Powell hoists the Richardson Cup
aloft. Well done to all those that played at some time for 4th grade this year.
3rd grade The year that slipped through our fingers. This year also saw new coaches with Bruce Smith and
James Ugarte have taken the reins in their first year of coaching. The season was full of results, just not
always going our way, with a lot of close scores giving us bonus points and keeping in touch with the top
4. It came down to our last game against Forest, we need the win with a bonus point to have any chance
of featuring in the final series. Final score 24 – 17 with 4 try’s we have done all we can now we wait.
Results are in we are equal 4th with Hunters Hill who will go through? We both have the same amount of
wins, the same amount of bonus points, but when it comes to for and against points, they have us by
about 60 points, and unfortunately we miss out. There are still a lot of good signs for next year to build on
and take it to these unsocial snobs in Division 2. I personally would like to thank everyone who played 3 rd
grade this year, it was an honor to play alongside you all and see the same club spirit in you that I have.
Bruce and Jimmy thanks for all the time you put in as well.
Colts coming off an undefeated season last year, this year was going to be a big test for you. With Col
returning as coach and always seems to know how to really get the most out of the young boys. Along
with Geoff taking on the assistant coach role after coaching various grades over the years will see you in
good stead. Pre season sees you searching for players and people for specialty roles such as front row to
fill the team, but you rallied together and by Round 1 you were good to go. Mid-season once again
numbers started to become a problem, but points are still coming - just check the ‘for and against’ points:
483 for 170. This saw you finish 3rd and set to play Newport in the semi finals. A great game as per usual,
the banter brigade were in full voice, close all the way to the end winning 21 – 15 and booking your spot
in the final. The final saw you up against UNSW and was a back and forward affair. Again the banter is up
and just after half time you hit the lead 13 – 12. Let’s go boys but UNSW hit back straight away with 2
quick tries to make it 13 – 26. Both teams cross the line again but you could not pull them back. The final

score 24 – 40 does not reflect the game or the effort put in this year by you all. I am very proud of these
young boys in the way they have embraced the Club culture and now playing between 2nd and 3rd grade
every week they are right in the mix and the Club feels complete. 1st and 2nd grade better watch out in the
not to distance future, quite a few of these boys will be nipping at your heels for your spot.
2nd grade looking for redemption for their loss in the grand final last year and Reece Tyson returning as
their coach and Blaire Herbert as manager what will the step up to Division 2 bring? With solid
performances all year it looks like they are on track to be in the mix come September. Sitting in 3 rd place
at the end of the regular season and looking right on track to be there come grand final day. This sees you
up against Newport in the minor semi final and well what can we say but look at the score board at full
time 30 – 5 to Hills and one step closer to your goal. Now we travel back to David Phillip’s to take on
Lindfield for a spot in the grand final. Everyone is fired up whistle blows, game on and then Lindfield score
the first points in the first minute, from that point you were unable to find the rhythm and weren’t able to
get back in the game. Final score 40 – 25 Lindfield, but hold your heads high you have done our Club
proud with the great achievement of getting as far you did this season.
1st grade with a very different looking forward pack to the one that won the grand final last year and Mick
Donaldson returning as coach with Shawn overseeing all grades, shows we have got some depth and
competition for positions. Round 1 at the home of rugby up against UNSW and after a tight game, you
start as you finished last year with a win 36 – 27. What a way to enter Division 2! From there, you provide
us with some very entertaining, high scoring and nail biting games. Some of the games that come to mind
are the 40-all draw with Lindfield in the wet, along with wins over both Barker Old Boys and Hunters Hill.
Then who could forget the return match against Lindfield, you were out to a good lead but Lindfield
fought back to score on the bell to make it 39 – 38 to Hills with a kick to come from the touch line.
Everyone was on the edge of their seats as the Lindfield kicker moves in, he strikes the ball, it’s over and
they win 40 – 39. All is not lost you are still in the race to the finals. The last round of the season sees you
face Forest. You need a win and to stop them from losing by less than 7 for a bonus point. It’s a tight affair
and you press their line right to the final whistle and take the game 14 – 13. But it’s bitter sweet as Forest
get a bonus point and you finish equal 4th on the ladder with less wins, which sees Forest progress to the
finals. With that said great season this year, you and all the other grades have really made the other clubs
in Division 2 sit up and take notice.
Now the season is over for this year, our Club has had the following award nominations:
Colt of the Year: Alex Dolly
Division 2 Player of the Year: Ben Piquet
Division 2 Club of the Year: Hills Rugby
Whilst we were unsuccessful in winning theses awards, we are still winners at the heart of it all and a
great job by those who were nominated and also to our Club for being nominated as Club of the Year. In
addition we weren’t that far off taking out the Division 2 Club Championship, if things had gone our way,
so all in all not a bad start to our Division 2 quest.
In addition to these nominations there were a number of personal milestones this season:
100 1st Grade games: Charlie Budwee
100 games: Hamish Firth; Dian Simatupang; Bruce Smith; Lachlan McKeon; Matt Ley; Ash Poole; Kieran
McGovern
150 games: Stephen Lambert; Michael Tanner
200 games: Stewart Humphreys
300 games: Jamie Holmes; Ben Mallard
350 games: Matt Brinnand
400 games: James Clarke
Big thanks must go to the committee this year for all their efforts behind the scenes with the organisation
of Heff day, Ladies day, ground preparation and all the other things that it takes to keep our Club running.

Thanks to Arrow Physiotherapy, especially Brendon and Antonietta for attending Monday night training,
where we could all access the required treatment we may have needed following the injuries from the
weekend. Also a big thank you to Emma, for all her support on game day, particularly patching up the
boys and keeping them on the field.
As we are an amateur club, any sponsorship is welcome to ensure we can continue to provide the same
experience each year, whether it is money, gear or their services. This year I particularly would like to
thank The Bull n’ Bush, GMT Photography, Finance Seekers, Priority Towing and Pendle Hill Meat Market
for their continued support. Without these businesses we would not be able to function as a Club.
Aside from that our only major form of income is the jackpot raffle at the Bull n’ Bush each week. This
year Jimmy Ugarte took over the running of the raffle and the rostering of players to help out each week.
Thanks Jimmy for your time this it’s always appreciated.
Michelle this was your first year as publican at the Bull n’ Bush and your first dealings with Hills Rugby. I
would like to thank you for the way you and your staff have gone above and beyond our expectations to
accommodate us throughout the season, from our season lunch to tonight’s celebrations.
Finally to my wife Samantha, who has stood beside me over the past 15 seasons and endured countless
late nights, early games, trips to hospitals / doctors, broken bones, 12 EOST trips, 5 years of me as Club
Captain and now my first year as Chairman, I cannot say enough how much your support means to me.
That’s enough from me! What a great start to our Division 2 journey! After 2 big years as a Club let’s enjoy
a couple of months off to re-energize the body, then hit it hard again in the New Year and stamp our
authority on the competition both on and off the field.
RED and Black Forever!
Clarky

PLAYER OF THE YEAR
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006

Tom Gorman
Josh Fergusson
James Dilly
Matt Ley
Shawn Howell
Alex Smith
Shawn Howell
David Chalk
Shawn Howell

ANDREW HEFFERNAN –
COLTS PLAYER OF THE YEAR
2014
2013
2012

Michael Brinnand
Matt Brinnand
Tom Gorman

CLUB CAPTAINS REPORT
Well another year has been and gone and what a big year it has been at HRC. Moving up to Division 2 and
didn’t we give it a big crack, we didn’t just make up the numbers.
Unlucky to Ist and 3rd Grade missing out on the semi finals by for & against.
Hard luck to 2nd Grade and Colts who missed out on the big dance by one game.
Congratulations to 4th Grade taking out the Grand Final in our first year in Division 2 – well done.
Thanks to all our coaches for your time week in and week out.
To all the wives and girlfriends, thanks for letting all your men play and drink (haha).
To all the milestone achievers, and a special mention to the big milestones
Charlies
Stewie
Homsie
Benny M
Matty B
Clarky

–
-

100 1st Grade Games
200 Games
300 Games
300 Games
350 Games
400 games and the first at the club well done mate.
Keep going mate Matt’s coming for you (haha).

Finally, thanks everyone that helped me throughout the year at the after matches, it means heaps.
See you all in 2016
Gorman
Red and Black Forever
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GRADE REPORT

NSW Suburban Rugby Union - Division 2 - Barraclough Cup
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8
4
3
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1
2
1
2
4
4
3
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5
5
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8
8
11
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37
37
26
20
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Shawn Howell & Mick Donaldson
1st Grade Coaches Report
Division 2 was our new hunting ground and I’ll admit the coaching staff were sceptical of the decision
before the season started, as the club had been promoted to higher divisions in the past with disastrous
results. However, the decision was made and we just had to get on with the job at hand. Now winning a
Grand Final generally does two things, firstly players leave the team because they have reached the top
and feel there is no more to achieve, and on the other hand success brings players to the club. We had a
mix of both by the start of pre-season and luckily the team was in good shape to try to go back to back
premiers.
The season got off to a great start we had a new captain in Josh Fergusson who matured into the position
as the season progressed and we got a win over UNSW in Round 1, our Div. 2 cherry was popped and the
boys and coaching staff couldn’t have been happier, we had arrived. The game however, wasn’t incident
free with several players succumbing to injuries (mostly backs) during the match which would
unfortunately be a common theme for the remainder of the season. The weather also played a significant
factor in the early rounds with games being postponed (Barker Old Boys) or games being played in
atrocious conditions (Lindfield), it also interrupted training sessions and we couldn’t seem to find our
rhythm. Many thought our season could already have been over especially after Ryan Siviour’s
impromptu funeral procession during the middle of the Forest game. We had some narrow losses, some
not so narrow losses and a draw after we had played everyone once, though unlike previous years we
were still collecting points most weeks in the way of a 4 try or within 7 bonus point which helped us stay
in touch with the top 4 on the ladder.
The second half of the season saw the weather change and also the attitude of the players, with now
having the experience of playing against all the teams (except Barker) the lads were up for the task of
resurrecting their season and having a real shot at making the top 4. UNSW fell to the mighty Hills again
but Newport was still a speed hump we couldn’t get around and Barker was a game of what could have
been with a narrow loss letting a try in right on full-time. The in-form and at that point undefeated
Hunters Hill were the next opponents, this game I believe was the real test of character for the team on
how they would look back and assess their 2015 season. This game proved to be a defining moment in the
season with a hard fought and courageous win over Hunters Hill (I believe the phrase Giant killers was
being used) and a real catalyst for the team to get their season back on track.

Another win over Blue Mountains and then the grudge match against Lindfield. The players knew leading
into this weekend it was a double header, Lindfield Saturday and Barker Old Boys on Sunday (due to a
wash out), but needing maximum points from both if they were any real chance of a finals berth. Well, we
got a sizeable lead on Lindfield only to see them run in 3 tries in the final 20 minutes one of them being
on the final bell and with a kick from the sideline for Lindfield to secure the win, which they did. As you
can imagine the disappointment on the player’s faces with the possibility of the finals all but gone and the
thought of having to play the next day against Barker. The phrase ‘you can’t keep a good team down’
comes to mind, because we came out against Barker like a team possessed and really took Barker by
surprise and never took our foot of the throat the whole game, finishing comprehensive winners.
With some results going our way, it had come down to the final match against Forest at Forest to see
which of these two teams would get the coveted 4th spot on the table, with Forest only needing 1 bonus
point and Hills having to win by 8 points or more, it was always going to be a tough game. Forest got away
to an early lead and were up 10 nil at halftime, and again injuries would plague the team, but the
replacements as usual were up to the task. Forest stretched their lead early into the 2 nd half with a
penalty goal, but the fight was not out of the Hills boys. Matt Ley crossed for a try which was converted
and the ascendancy was well and truly with Hills and with about 15 minutes to go Ryan Hook crossed over
and Matt Brinnand converted his second. Now we had the lead but still needed another try to seal the
deal, attacking raid after attacking raid saw us come up fruitless and the clock unfortunately beat us as
well as some solid defence by Forest.
Some might say that not making the Finals is a disappointing year, sure there were frustrating times for
both players and coaches, but in no way did anyone not give there 100% to the job at hand and that’s all
that the coaches can ask for from their players. We as coaches think we far exceeded the expectations the
club set and what the Division thought we could achieve, as was mentioned time and time again by
opposition coaches to us. We collected the equal highest amount of bonus points with 11 and we came
equal 4th on the competition table, an impressive effort for our first year in this division. As well as having
Ben Piquet recognised for his efforts all season and being a finalist for player of the year in Div. 2.
We also want to take the time to thank all the players who wore the 1st grade jersey this year, you did so
with passion and commitment whether you were a regular or a reserve, without the efforts of you all we
couldn’t have achieved what we did this season, so thank you.
And as always, Play Hard or get Rucked
Shawn & Mick

Josh Fergussons
1 Grade Captains Report
st

What a year 2015 turned out to be! How were we meant to back up from all the success of 2014 and
make 2015 a successful year? Not only were we the new kids on the block in Division 2, but we were also
faced with the task of tackling this year minus two of our most important players of the past 5-10 years in
Shawn Howell and James Dilly. With a good pre season behind us, a few successful trials in the bag and a
promising crack at the Hawkesbury Valley 10s under our belt, we went into Round 1 against UNSW with a
mountain of confidence and belief that we could make a statement to kick off our season, and that we
did.
Piling on the points in a high scoring game we managed to hold off the Uni boys and gave ourselves the
best possible start to the season, a bonus point win. Many of the boys noted afterwards of the clear
differences between Division 2 and Division 3. The pace of the game, the change in structure of both
attack and defence, and most notably the lack of ‘niggle’ and ‘grub’ presented by the opposition. Over the
next few weeks we experienced a few Division 2 ‘reality checks’ in the form of some difficult losses, whilst
adjusting our playing style and game approach to help us truly become a Division 2 team.
Some close and heartbreaking losses to Newport , Barker Old Boys and Forest and injury marred games
against Hunters Hill and Blue Mountains left us with the prospect of needing to win nearly all of our
second round games in order to make the finals. And who could forget THAT 40 all draw against Lindfield!
The boys came into the second round of games with a new mindset and attitude as to how we would
approach our games. We were finally able to select the same 15 for more than one week, the new
combinations were starting to gel, and our set piece was becoming an attacking weapon.
With 5 games to go, we were fighting for 5th spot on the ladder and were faced with the task of coming up
against the undefeated competition favorites Hunters Hill. In one of the most dominant defensive efforts
of the year, the boys found some mongrel and hunger (and a few offside penalties, D.Serra) and held off a
10 minute attacking barrage to secure a 26-19 win, our season was still alive.

Over the next weeks we knocked off the travelling Blue Mountains, had a devastating loss to Lindfield,
however strongly backed that up the next day with a big 38-19 win over the Minor Premiers Barker Old
Boys. Our season had come down to the last game vs Forest. 4th vs 5th. We needed a bonus point win to
make the finals and couldn’t allow them to gain a bonus point. After going into halftime 0-13 down, the
boys fought back to win 14-13, although gifting Forest the bonus point loss and the spot in the finals
(which they went on to win the Grand Final).
A heartbreaking finish to the year, but by no mean a disappointing finish to the year. One thing that stuck
with me from that day was that after the game, knowing our season was over by the toughest of
circumstances, we all got together and belted out the team song like we had just won the Grand Final.
I said on HRC TV at the start of the year that my goal for the year was for us to, simply put, be
competitive. I believe we achieved that in 1st Grade in spades. I also believe that we went above and
beyond that as a club for our first year in Division 2. Congratulations to 2nd grade and Colts on their efforts
to make the second week of finals and I know will come back better next year, as will 3rds after just
missing out through for and against.
And a massive congratulation to 4th Grade on their big win in the Grand Final, especially to the more
‘senior’ players on finally achieving their Grand Final ‘ring’.
To our boys in 1st grade, I couldn’t have asked any more from this year. We left nothing on the park this
year and, when our fate was in our hands, we stepped up and showed why we deserve to be this division.
I’m sure we would have earned quite a bit of respect this year, and I have no doubts that we can go one
better next year and earn that finals spot. To all who debuted for 1st grade this year – Ben and Ash
Piquet, Adrian Meurant, Jed Sweeney, Dan Hawkes, John Day, Matt Cowie, Shane Urquhart, Alex Dolly,
Mick Brinnand, Pete Sandrone, Jeremy Lawlor and Mick Harvey, congratulations! It was a pleasure taking
the field with each of you this year and I hope to see you all back in the red and black next year.
Finally to our coaches Shawn and Mick, thanks for another great year, for all the time you put in to train
and direct us, for helping to build a culture not only in 1st grade but in the whole club that I know will have
us in good stead in Div 2 for years to come, and thank you for the giving me the opportunity to lead the
boys out the tunnel.
Fergo
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NSW Suburban Rugby Union - Division 2 - Stockdale Cup
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3

1
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6
4
5
8
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4
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Reece Tyson
Coaches Report
2015 was a funny old season. The way it was programmed and then add in the weather, at times, it
seemed difficult to build into.
For the third year in a row 2nd grade made the finals series and that is certainly an achievement to be
proud of. There was a slow start, with a loss to UNSW, a team we would loss to again in the second half of
the season, when perhaps we shouldn’t have. Those losses cost the Hills Rugby, 96 club championship
points, given that there was only 61 points between Hills in third and Lindfield in first, a funny old season.
The next three matches against Hunters Hill; Newport and Blue Mountains were tight old affairs, and
possibly a little fortunately, we came away with three wins. Then round six and the first of what was to be
three losses to Lindfield. Something this poor old coach found a little tough to take. We certainly have
unfinished business with them, but first we will need to get ourselves promoted to Division one.
Round 7 and with a mighty draw we prevent Forest from winning every game in a season. More
importantly we played bloody well.
In the second half of the season we go on to play our best rugby but manage to lose four matches, two
more than the first half of the season. However we finally get to meet Barker and we belt them twice.
Funny old season.
In the finals, we give Newport a rugby lesson, then the following week receive one from Lindfield. Season
over.
2nd grade over the last three years, has always had a strong leadership group. This year ably captained by
Phil and Boyd. However their job is made easy, with the support they got from Rhys, Dameo, Mardo and
our new, old recruit this year, Jeremy.

A big part of the job is to provide players for 1st grade. Hatch and Boyd were required to take over from a
club legend and they both did the jersey proud. Young Matt went from a nervous kid, to looking very
comfortable up there. Cowie was a revelation. Bracy went up, got bashed and was never seen again, we
may not realise how much he was missed until 2016. We also had three championship 1 st graders from
2014 in Charlie, Kieran and Craven, ready and willing to go. Hawkesy, Johnny Day and big Jed got a taste
and will be even better next year.
Once again the core turned out. Sometimes they were asked to do it in 3 rd grade, sometimes in 2nd grade,
which can be bloody difficult but they do it and do it willingly. So thanks Jake, Baron, Des, The brawler,
Hamish, Drone, Lovely, Sal, Badge, Jacob, Dibby, Doug and all the others that helped us.
Lastly a special thanks to Jono. We asked a bloody lot of you and you put the team before yourself. You
have my respect mate. The other guy is Adrian, probably one of the best players in 1st grade before he
was injured. He ended the season in 2nd grade, stared on the field even though he played busted most
weeks. But it is what he did off the field and at training that was the most impressive. Again putting the
club and team before himself.
Last words to all you 2nd grades. Take ownership and score and score again. Have a great night.
Once again big kisses to Blair.
Reece

COLTS REPORT
2015 ROBERTSON
CUP FINALISTS
NSW Suburban Rugby Union - Division 2 - Robertson Cup (Colts)
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Geoff Bryant & Col Jarvis
Coaches Report
How can you sum up a season? What I can say is that Colin Jarvis and myself had the privilege of being
part of the lives of these young men in 2015. Each Colts year is unique, a mix of personality and skills,
rarely will you get the opportunity to run on the field with the same squad of mates in future seasons. We
will see some players move to grade, others will return for another year in Colts and some won't play
rugby again, a few of you have some real talent and have some tough decisions to make on where you
want to play your rugby.
The Pups finished 3rd on the table after being defeated in the Preliminary Final. We had the best
attacking results with 483 points scored from 9 wins, very strong defensive result conceding 170 points.
The next best attacking side was over 30 tries behind us with 325 points. An awesome result for our first
season in Roberston Cup and a step up in opposition.
Congratulations to Alex Dolly and Liu (Elijah) Emani who were recognised outside of HRC for their
contribution in 2015, this is a great testament to the time they allocate to skills development, practice
and fitness. Well done Dolly and Liu.
Special thanks to Kerri Brinnand who kept all of us informed, and knew what was going on and
coordinating all the loose ends.
As coaches Col and I got some things wrong and the team weren't backwards in pointing out
improvements, we also dealt with dummy spits, walk offs, a coo or two with change of captaincy, and
plenty of input whilst trying to get the most competitive side on the paddock based on who turned up.
Thank you to the senior players and their maturity throughout the season and to Toby Anderson who's
leadership grew game by game garnering respect within HRC and the opposition.
The season started with a lack lustre appearance in the preseason, but when we pulled on the boots
during the trials we could see the bones of a side, and if we stuck to our structure we could be
competitive. I had forgotten the balance needed to be a colt with pressures from; girlfriend, work, Uni
and TAFE, mates, pub and parties, and then finding time for training and game day. Often it was rugby
that was the concession, which made it harder to adapt to changing circumstances of player availability,
or adopting a game strategy for specific opposition, or developing individual defensive skills which was
our largest weak spot.

We dusted of the structure from 2014 and adapted where we could to the broader HRC attack options
and running lines to assist the guys that stood by and ran on in grade games. By and large this worked and
saw us concentrate on recycling the ball through the forwards and winning the right to go wide. Our
halves, centres, and back 3 combinations put tries in from all over the park, and backrow and other
forwards in support often picked up a try or two. It wasn't uncommon to see Matt, Suli, Liu, Tristan, or
Shane capitalise and beat the defender - and no doubt some of their tries will be contenders for "try of
the year". Dolly was awesome with his goal kicks achieving a 75% success rate, however some in kicks in
general play left us scratching our heads. Within the forwards we had struggled early in the year to lock
down our front row, and thank you to each of you that stepped into these positions and often without
question. Aggression in the tight 5 provided a strong platform to build from, and our backrow despite
being hampered by injury throughout the season took the ball up, did the cover work, made the tackles
that put pressure on the opposition.
I believe the Blue Mountains game at the Goat Track was the key decision point for the season. We
prepared poorly for the game and weren't expecting a positive result, in fact we predicted a significant
loss and had pre match D&M discussing our gaps. But during that game we saw the players become a
team. Tackles stuck, we lifted the aggression in our ball running and retention. We were hit hard by
injuries during the game and had wingers and centres stepping into the forwards, flankers stepping into
the front row and all the players rallying for each other. Although we went down on the scoreboard that
day was a great win.
Much can be said about the skills and attributes in the team; The youngsters of the team Ryan and Jalrath
continued to front up on bigger opposition putting body on the line. Jai, Legan, Bryce and Leighton were
enthusiastic but couldn't get consistent games. Matt B jumped in to shore up attack and defence when
injuries hit. Shane's ability to run from deep and break defensive lines. Tristan's weaving through
opposition and scoring majority of times the ball was in his hands. Thomas' work in the tackle to recycle.
Josh's speed up the line. Suli confusing the opposition (and our support play) with his stop-start running
in circles. Steve's decisive runs putting pressure on his opposite number. Liu running from anywhere
linking support players. Damon putting ball into space. Matt's pivot and pass, and straight line running.
Alex's flat 20m+ pass and snipping runs around the ruck. Charles cover tackles and blindside runs.
Michael being everywhere in attack, defence and creating havoc in the ruck. Toby breaking the line and
heavy work rate in the ruck. Rahneel taking on whatever was in front of him. Tom J and Luke S putting
pressure on the opposition every time they had the ball. Jarrod and Luke L with their wide silver ball runs,
crushing the tackler. Tom H with his MILF ball runs. Keyan ball carrying in the tight. And Jason backing up
across the park being another backrower from the front row. It was these skills, when harnessed with a
positive attitude we achieved a fantastic result for the season.
Well done boys for your on field and off field successes - it was our
pleasure being part your lives in 2015.

-Thank you
Colin & Geoff

Toby Anderson
Captains Report
2015 was an exciting year for the Colts team with the welcoming of a number of new faces to the Hills
rugby family and the move to Division 2. The boys were relishing the chance to prove themselves in the
Division 2 comp after a undefeated season in 2014 and a 0-10 loss in round 1 to UNSW made sure we had
no illusions about the season ahead. After a couple of good wins we had a mid-season slump as we
played the heavyweights of the Colts’ competition. The second half of the season was when we found
our groove, scoring 325 points and conceding just 49. Securing our place in the finals in our first year in
Div. 2.
Notable moments of the season included:
Dolly kicking goals from all over the pitch with lethal accuracy, however this only happened after his early
season shocker especially at Hunters Hill where he kicked about 1 from 20, most from in front. The boys
had to have a stern word at training with the Doll, the deal was if he missed again he would have to break
up with his missus. He must be punching as missed kicks disappeared from site.
Tristian Henrico scoring a record 20 tries in a season! While missing a couple games. This goes with Hills
having the top three try scorers in the comp (four in the top ten). Tristian at 1, the forward pack at 2 with
those beautiful rolling mauls (Michael ‘Grub’ Brinnand will try to claim these) and Shane Urquhart at 3.
Steve Smiths rousing pep talk as we defended our line 5 metres out, he knew we had to lift so implored
everyone to ‘talk with your shoulders’ only to promptly miss a tackle on the smallest opposition player
providing plenty of banter for the rest of the season.
Jason Gunstone making the change to the front row as we struggled for props and to perform against
guys that have been scrumming for years and years was awesome for the team.
Shane for voting for himself in player’s player. Enough said.
Michael Brinnand’s pre game hype up speech that included more ‘aye’s than actual words.
Damo spreading his breakfast across the field, sometimes before halftime. #athlete
A massive thankyou goes to Col and Geoff for the effort they put in this year in preparing us as best as
possible for the games, as well as preparing a game plan that provided some beautiful attacking and
flowing rugby that was a joy to execute and to watch. They lead a team that had moved up in divisions,
was at many times struggling for numbers especially in the front row (and at training), and to get to the
grand final qualifier, although not the result we were chasing, was no mean feat and to play the game as
we did is a fair accomplishment.
Leading this team round the paddock has been challenging but ultimately and absolute pleasure, special
mention to Mick and Doll for helping me to do so. The most pleasing thing to see is the improvement
from round 1 to that grand final qualifier and coming together as a team and enjoying your footy. The
move to Division 2 has been most beneficial to us Colts as now week in and out we are playing all our
games with the rest of the club (as it should be). This has made the season a whole lot more enjoyable
for us as well as feeling more a part of this fantastic club.
Finally a massive thankyou to Kerri for organising this team throughout the year you have done a
tremendous job and we a very thankful for your efforts. Also to all the people throughout the club that
helped throughout the season from training to game day, thank you.

See you all in 2016 for another crack.
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NSW Suburban Rugby Union - Division 2 - Blunt Cup
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RANK

TEAM

P

W

D
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Lindfield
Blue Mountains
UNSW
Hunters Hill
Hills
Barker Old Boys
Forest

14
14
14
14
14
14
14

12
13
10
6
6
5
3

0
0
0
0
0
1
1

2
1
4
8
8
8
10

382
324
245
264
237
172
178

102
112
139
189
246
387
293

8

Newport

14

0

0

14

56

390

BP

Pts

8
6
5
10
10
3
5

56
54
45
34
34
25
19

2

0

A

A

Bruce Smith & James Ugarte
Coaches Report
Season report 3rd grade 2015
We would like to start by giving a big thanks to all who helped us throughout the year. For both of us it
was a first season coaching seniors rugby and we couldn’t have gone very far without the advice,
sympathetic ears and patience from coaches and players alike.
In saying that how do you sum up a season where the team misses out on the semifinals by a single point.
All things considered and time to sit back and reflect has led us to believe that it was an outstanding effort
by all. Grading night came and we licked our lips at the prospect of having an all-star line up to start the
season, unfortunately injuries took a huge toll on the club as a whole and the first half of the season
became a game of picking who may be fit and hoping we didn’t get a call Friday night informing us they
couldn’t play.
To the boy’s credit and with a huge thanks to our squad a real culture of responsibility and ownership
within the team was fostered and with that came a side that was near on impossible to score against.
Only giving up 20 points on 4 occasions is a true testament to the outstanding attitude and desire within
the team. All there is to do next year is learn how to score some but that’s the coaches’ job.
At the halfway point of the season the benchmark had been set and UNSW (the eventual grand final
winners) were the only team we failed to improve against score-wise. This is a sign of a confident side
that with a bit more time to polish and can and will do great things. At times our errors and ill-discipline
hampered us but far from being a negative this was a sign of over eagerness and aggression which if
channeled in the right direction will set us up well for next season.
To the players that won the awards tonight congratulations and thoroughly deserved. The two most
consistent and committed players have been rewarded for an outstanding season. In saying that we are
looking forward to everyone coming back next year and finishing this yet unfinished job. To our captains
Sal, Marto, Clarkie, Jake and anybody else who got the job we thank you for your time, feedback and the
professional way you led the side.
Last of all we asked you at the start of the year that every time we took the field win, lose or draw that we
wanted the opposition to leave not wanting to play us again and on this we could not have asked for
more.
Thanks for the year gents hope to see you all
back next year.
Love Bruce and James
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GRADE REPORT

2015 RICHARDSON CUP
GRAND
FINALISTS/PREMIERS
NSW Suburban Rugby Union - Division 2 - Richardson Cup
RANK

TEAM

P

W

D

L
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Forest
Hills
Newport
Hunters Hill
Barker Old Boys
Lindfield
UNSW

14
14
14
14
14
14
14

12
9
9
7
6
5
5

0
0
0
0
0
1
1

2
5
5
7
8
8
8

231
226
225
145
206
225
193

114
134
207
230
240
200
229

117
92
18
-85
-34
25
-36

3
4
3
1
2
2
2

BP7P
0
4
1
1
4
5
3

8

Blue Mountains

14

2

0

12

144

241

-97

2

4
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3
8
4
2
6
7
5

51
44
36
30
30
29
27

6
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A
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Scott Hopkins, Jamie Holme, James Drury

4th Grade – Coaches Report
The blend of players that make up a fourth grade team always creates a challenging aspect for a coach.
You have players that are at and heading towards retirement, players that have the skill, ability and desire
to play in the higher grades, players returning from injury or moving between the grades and also players
that are brand new to the game either due to changing codes or just trying something new. Throw in
amongst that a 5th grade game every now and then and s*** gets real.
When we decided to take on the challenge together we were somewhat expecting this along with the
idea that was circulating that the three of us would kill each other, what we weren’t expecting was how
deep the talent would run in the grade, how far we would get, but most importantly the character of the
players we were getting.
Early on the plan was simple. Homsie and Jimmy would control the forwards while old man Hopkins
would manage the finesse and feelings of the backline. With this plan and Hills being in 2nd division for its
first season one coach hoped to win one game, another coach aimed for 50% win rate and the third said
well if we win it we can drink more. The motivation was set.
With Homsie having the previous rugby coaching experience, Jimmy’s coaching resume consisting of 8
and 9 year olds for league and Scotty being the only one that attended the course, we were quick to set
ourselves some basic goals. The first step was to identify the best individuals that were currently playing
in their allocated position and then to discuss with each player what their preferred positions would be.
Once we established the positions that each player wanted to work to achieve, we then set to ensure that
the squad of up to 35 (at times beyond) stayed as tight as possible. The brainwave came after Rd 1 in the
form of a box of beer although the green and blue cans eventually got banned it was amazing what a beer
after the game and when Scotty had the time some homemade biltong would do! From there the
camaraderie was built and the ideal of what Hills rugby is all about became ingrained in the players. Not a
sole focus on being a winning team but more a focus on just being a good bunch of mates that can play
good footy.
The toughest part about 4th grade is to
maintain a consistent team but with injuries
and unavailability of players in the higher
grades we were to see a different team take
the paddock in the early part of the season,
which also included some players playing
out of position, some backs to forwards and
some forwards into the backs. That said, we
were proud to see players progress to the
higher grades, with at least one player
starting in 1st grade by seasons end. We
had many players that were to play their
first game of rugby with Hills and we are all
proud to have shared that experience with
them and hope that we were able to reflect
the same feeling of welcome if not better
when we first arrived at the club.

The season saw us off to a win in Rd 1 but a relatively slow start and including a washout in Rd 3 we had
only won 3 games by Rd 8. This was to see the turning point for the hardworking 4th grade team. Each
training session started with 15 minutes of cardio and while the boys did not enjoy it, we never once
heard them complain only make comments along the lines of “I guess this is how they trained in the 60’s”,
which I’m sure had players questioning the coaches ages, especially Jimmy. Following that structure and
the idea that we were to focus not on upskilling the players as the talent was already there but to teach
them how to play as a team we won the next 6 games, 4 with a bonus point for scoring 4 tries and were
left to face up in the final round against Forest who were the ladder leaders. The win would see the
winner take out the Minor Premiership and on the day it was Forest who were to prevail.
That left Hills finishing 2nd and to face up to Forest again for the first final. After a hard fought win in a
game that was nil all at 10 mins into the second half, our fitness and our grinding style of rugby would
assist us in prevailing on the day 17-0. But the true stand out for us as coaches was to see the stand out
character of each and every player as they started interchanging themselves so that there mates could
have time on the park. As coaches with the intentions around the longevity of the club and uniting a large
group of players without friction this is by far the best outcome you can achieve and outweighs any other
victory.
Forest went on to win their playoff against Newport and were to play us again for the 3rd time in 4 weeks.
The GF started off much the same way as the semi-final with the score even at half time and it was thanks
to the efforts of each player fulfilling their individual duty that saw us take out the final again by 17
points.
Thanks to the crowd that supported us throughout the year, it was quite an early start and we had some
devout supporters that turned up rain, hail, shine, moved between locations when we did 4’s and 5’s back
to back and even committing to the Saturday and Sunday game. We appreciated all that supported us
throughout the year.
A big thank you goes out to Damo who was our manager all season and although at times he wrote “Old
mate” and occasionally spelt players names wrong on the team sheet, he was the perfect match for the
attitude around grade and we couldn’t have
done it without him, he is a great clubman and
we are sure he will be getting a range of offers to
manage next season. His current rate for those
that are interested is a beer occasionally before
his own game.
The win capped off a season where 23 players
were named on the program, though in reality it
was a team of 30+ that all worked together to
get us into that position. For that we say thank
you for the efforts of each individual that played
in both 4th and 5th grades throughout the
season, you all played an integral part in creating
for those that are hanging up the boots one
memorable send off and for those that are
staying around a greater desire to recreate it.
Be proud.
Scotty, Homsie and Jimmy

Anthony Powell
4th Grade – Captains Report
What a year, when I was asked to write this report I said yeah I will have it to you next week. The
unfortunate thing was I was at the bull at the time and have little recollection of the original conversation.
I would like to thank the coaches for putting in the effort all year but more importantly building a solid
culture to form a base around. This bonding brought the team together and you could see as the weeks
went on and the trust developed that something special was happening. Anything short of a Premiership
win would have been unfitting for this unit that was upwards of thirty strong come grand final day.
I would like to thank everyone who played a game of 4th grade this year it was a pleasure leading a group
of blokes around that I couldn’t say a bad word about (except Adam Brinnand). I haven’t had this much
fun playing rugby since playing on the small fields at Yatto. It is a feeling that has been echoed by some of
the veterans this year that it was just so much fun and that comes down to a good group of blokes
wanting to play hard rugby and have a laugh and a beer afterwards. There were so many moments
this year that showed what this team was about but I will just touch on a few.
As a captain you dream of having a team with dedication and discipline. Our team had 50% of this
equation, the boys were always willing to commit throughout the year.Prime example our fitness sessions
at the start of each training which paved the way for us blowing everyone out of the water in the second
half of the year. Unfortunately the boys hated using the gate, letting go of the ball on the ground and
standing onside. Which led to my weekly statement of “Boys if we win the penalty count today we will
win the game” the boys always agreed up until they stepped over the paint and then that was out the
window. I now have some very strained relationships with most of the referees we had this year. To be
fair most of the time I agreed with the boys anyway. When the ref wants to talk to you six times in the
first 15 mins you know you are in for a long day. We had a lot of those!
The team started off slow. Although dominant in the first few rounds we weren’t getting the results we
wanted. Being the gifted leader and a former back myself, I had pinpointed our problem and pulled Andy
Cochrane aside after dropping a second game in the first four rounds that we should've won. I informed
Andy that all the backs needed to focus on at the next training session was scoring tries. Once we started
scoring more of those I was sure we would win more. 3 coaches and not one of them had thought to tell
the backs this?? Anthony Powell tactical genius, I will leave that for you to decide but we started scoring
more tries and winning more games from then on.
The Lindfield game in the swamp was the ignition for what would happen in the back end of the season.
This was also the game that probably typified what 4th grade was about this year. It was a mess of a game
with plenty of stoppages and handling errors. The boys dug in and down by 10 with 5 minutes left we
stormed over the try line twice to set up arguably the biggest kick of Scott Hopkins career. Like any pro
would Scott took his time lined it up from about 15 metres in from the sideline and slotted it looking like
he was first grade calibre. Mind you his previous attempt from 10 out dead in front didn’t manage to get
off the ground. This led to a revolving door of would-be goal kickers for the rest of the year, even during
the grand final.

Honourable mention to Dan Power for scoring the try of a lifetime against Barker. That’s right my boy
Danny P ran over for his first try. Now I am not mentioning this because it was his first try for the year not
even that it was his first try for Hills. I mention this amazing feat because it was his first career try!
Another unbelievable statistic was born through this that Dan is literally the benchmark for. Dan Power’s
metres per try scoring play is 0 metres. I can’t imagine too many people who have ever played this
wonderful game would have this career statistic and I can guarantee nobody else is lower.
After a splutter in the middle of the season much like the halftime lull that plagued us most of the year we
corrected the ship and went on a five game winning streak which was only ended in the final round due to
one of the worst refereeing displays in rugby. The referee did inform me that he was getting emails
weekly from Ireland about stamping out high tackles prior to the match. 10-5 the final result against
Forest. Scotty Cole yellow carded for a being a grub as usual.
Semi Finals facing Forest again. We decided we would show up with a full squad this time. It was nice of
the boys to make themselves available. This was the jewel in the crown performance wise for the year.
We got on the right side of the penalty count and dominated Forest into submission. Final score 17-0. Ned
put on a show for the crowd galloping over for 3 tries. As a team this was the most complete performance
I have ever seen from a 4th grade unit. I got some great advice from Jake Gorman informing me more
than 5 times that next penalty I need to take the shot at goal. I am guessing Jake wasn’t at too many of
our games this year. If he was he would have known we had more tries than points from kicks. If you do
the math on it that means we were kicking 50% or below. If you don’t understand please refer to my story
earlier regarding Scotty Hopkins goal kicking.
Now for the "Big Show". Where do I start? It wasn't until the night before the GF that the nerves set in.
We have the same ref what could go wrong? He was the only ref who was on our side all year. I think the
big moment had the boys excited because 8 penalties in 15 mins and the ref said "Anthony, we need to
have a chat". The only people who could lose that game was us. The boys needed to simmer down. I relay
the message and the boys are onboard. 5mins later the guy who has scored all but 2 points in our finals
campaign decided he wanted to take a nap on the wrong side of the ruck and he gets the cheese, thanks
Ned. We finish the half much like the first semi, all squared up 7-7. The talk did the boys some good
everyone calmed down, reset and we put on a clinical second half running up the board and who better
than "little Ranga" Holmesie to run over the last try in the corner. Andy Cochrane finishing his career well
short with the conversion attempt.
Whistle blows. 24-7. Hills Grand Final Champions.
I can’t stress how much fun it was playing with this group of blokes and how many great memories will be
talked about and exaggerated over the years to come. I have many more stories but I assume they didn’t
want the report this long for starters. To the coaches, the players and the club in general a big thanks for
the year, for the support and for the great culture that is Hills Rugby. As I said to the boys when we ran
out on the GF day “Where would you rather be?” I hope to see all the boys back down for a repeat if not
the banter brigade always needs members.

- Anthony Powell

2015 POINT SCORERS
MOST POINTS
159
128
100
90
75
60
60
58
40
40

Alex Dolly
Matt Brinnand
Tristan Henrico
Ryan Siviour
Michael Brinnand
David Martyn
Shane Urquhart
Jake Gorman
Matt Foran
Tom Gorman

MOST TRIES
20
15
12
8
8
7
7
7
7

Tristan Henrico
Michael Brinnand
Shane Urquhart
Matt Foran
Tom Gorman
Matt Brinnand
Josh Darragh
Matt Ley
Cameron Searle

MOST PENALTIES
11
10
10
5
3

Matt Brinnand
Alex Dolly
David Martyn
Ryan Siviour
Jake Gorman

MOST CONVERSIONS
57
27
25
15
12

Alex Dolly
Matt Brinnand
Ryan Siviour
David Martyn
Jake Gorman

GAME MILESTONES
400 GAMES
James Clarke

350 GAMES
Matt Brinnand

300 GAMES
Ben Mallard
Jamie Holme

200 GAMES
Stewart Humphreys

150 GAMES
Peter Missio

100 GAMES
Hamish Firth
Dian Simatupang
Bruce Smith
Morgan Young
Lachlan McKeon
Matt Ley
Ash Poole
Kieran McGovern

ST

1 GRADE
HONOUR BOARD
TEAM HONOURS
2014

Clarke Cup Premiers

2008

McLean Cup Semi Finalists

2007

McLean Cup Semi Finalists

2004

McLean Cup Premiers

2003

McLean Cup Grand Finalists

PLAYERS PLAYER
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001

Ryan Sivour
Josh Fergusson
James Dilly
Shawn Howell
James Dilly
Alex Smith
James Dilly
Alex Smith
Shawn Howell
Michael Bennett
Lachlan Tancred
Jono Brown
Shawn Howell
Jason Hogan

BEST FORWARD
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001

Morgan Young
James Dilly
James Dilly
Shawn Howell
James Dilly
Alex Smith
Alex Smith
Chris Cox
Damien Choy
Shawn Howell
Shawn Howell & Lachlan Tancred
Mark Edwards
Lachlan Tancred
Jason Hogan

BEST BACK
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001

Tom Gorman & Ryan Hook
Tom Gorman
Josh Fergusson
Ryan Siviour
Matt Ley
Lachlan King
Anthony Abousawan
David Chalk
David Laidlow
Bevan Laidlow
Roscoe Deacon
Jono Brown & Steven Thomas
John Ratcliffe
Lachlan Tancred

ND

2 GRADE
HONOUR BOARD
TEAM HONOURS
2015

Stockdale Cup Finalist

2014

Farrant Cup Grand Finalists

2013

McLean Cup Semi Finalists

2008

Grose Cup Grand Finalists

2004

Noise Cup Finalists

2003

Noice Cup Semi-finalists

2002

Noice Cup Semi-finalists

PLAYERS PLAYER
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002

Matt Brinnand
Jake Gorman
Ash Poole
James Drury
Leon Axford
Mitchell Sparks
Maurice June
Mitchell Sparks
Mick Hall
Mark Edwards
Luke Fayle
Luke Fayle
Luke Fayle

BEST FORWARD
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002

Ash Poole
Jake Gorman
Ash Poole
Tom Rayner
Michael Tanner
Mitchell Sparks
Mitchell Sparks
Ben Mallard
Brad Waud
Jason Sarkis
Matthew Stephenson
Allan Carruthers
Ben Mallard & Mick Hall

BEST BACK
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002

Phil Tuinauvai
Brett Turpin
David Martyn
Cameron Menzies
Anthony Powell
Nathaniel Meere
Khan Kim
Jason Cuthburt
Frank Walker
James Clarke
James Clarke
Paul Jennings
James Clarke

COLTS
HONOUR BOARD
TEAM HONOURS
2015

Robertson Cup Finalists

2014

Undefeated Radford Cup Premiers

2013

Radford Cup Grand Finalists

2012

Radford Cup Premiers

PLAYERS PLAYER
2014
2013
2012
2011
2008
2006

Charles Cradock
Tom Bailey
Matt Brinnand
Jamahl Kafusi
Ash Poole
Daniel Reynolds

BEST FORWARD
2014
2013
2012
2011
2008
2006

Michael Brinnand
Tom Bailey
Michael Oxford
Jamahl Kaufusi
Sam Blacklock
Durwood Blackhouse

BEST BACK
2014
2013
2012
2011
2008

Tristan Henrico
Matt Brinnand
Tom Gorman
Nick Lousi
Lachlan King

RD

3 GRADE
HONOUR BOARD
TEAM HONOURS
2013

Campbell Cup Semi Finalists

2011

Campbell Cup Grand Finalists

2009

Campbell Cup Semi Finalists

2008

Walker Cup Finalists

2007

Walker Cup Semi Finalists

2004

Walker Cup Grand Finalists

PLAYERS PLAYER
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004

Jono Edwards
Tarin Piskulich
Jono Brown
Tom Gorman
James Drury
James Lovely
James Drury
Paul Campigli
Terry Short
Khan Kim
Adrian Cox

BEST FORWARD
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004

Dian Simatupang
Ben Mallard
Jono Brown
Jamie Holme
James Drury
Aaron Smith
James Drury
Anthony Burrows
David Missio
Russell Hughan
Geoff Bryant

BEST BACK
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004

James Clarke
Cameron Menzies
Daniel Reynolds
Ben Cividin
Darren Hyde
David Chalk
James Clarke
Ben Graham
Issac King
Issac King
Daniel Studders

TH

4 GRADE
HONOUR BOARD
TEAM HONOURS
2015

Richardson Cup Premiers

2012

Nicholson Cup Grand Finalists

PLAYERS PLAYER
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2006
2005

Jamie Holme
Chris Rapinette
Scott Hopkins
Matt Brinnand
Chris Walsh
Chris Smart
Gary Pethybridge
Chris Lee

BEST FORWARD
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2006
2005

Jamie Holme
Bruce Smith
Tom Hanks
Damien Choy
Chris Walsh
Chris Smart
Paul Villagra
Adrian Cox

BEST BACK
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2006
2005

Jeremy Smith
Scott Hopkins
Scott Hopkins
Matt Brinnand
David Jack
David Jack
Chris Peihopa
Gary Pethybridge

HONOUR BOARD
Clubperson of the Year
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001

Chris Walsh
Geoff Bryant
Blaire Budwee
Neil Ebbott
James Drury & Mel Prescott
Marcus Walsh
Mark Edwards
Charlie Budwee
Phil Yates
Charlie Budwee & Jono Brown
Paul Jennings & Nathan Graham
Ben Graham
Gary Pethybridge
Paul Campigli & James Clarke

Alex Briony Charlie - Rookie of the Year
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001

Ryan Hook
Alex Losurdo
John Joseph & Boyd Chatillon
Tom Gorman
Steve Crampton
Lachlan King & Nathanial Meere
Anthony Abousawan
Alex Smith & Daniel Reynolds
Paul Webster
James Dilly & Bevan Laidlow
Roscoe Deacon & Michael Bennett
Pat Guselli & Paul Jennings
Abe Thomas & Daniel Borg
Peter Missio

Most Improved
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004

Michael Tanner & Jeremy Smith
Chris Roberts
Jake Gorman
Anthony Powell
Mitch Wakeford & Michael Tanner
Leon Axford
Charlie Budwee
David Chalk & Tim Dawson
Terry Short & David Missio
Jonathon Blair
Daniel Studders

PREVIOUS SEASON
POINT WINNERS
*** donates CLUB RECORD

Season Total Points
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000

Alex Dolly (158)
Matt Brinnand (187) ***
Matt Brinnand (169)
Matt Brinnand (173)
Ryan Siviour (173)
Matt Ley (105)
David Chalk (70)
Shawn Howell (98)
Shawn Howell (97)
David Laidlaw (119)
Bevan Laidlaw (75)
Daniel Studders (127)
Morgan Skelton (84)
John Ratcliffe (88)
Nathan Graham (34)
Jamie Woods (91)

Season Tries
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000

Tristan Henrico (20)***
Tom Gorman (13)
Des Pillay (14)
Tom Gorman (18)
Ryan Siviour (19)
Daniel Studders (6)
Morgan Skelton (11)
David Chalk (10)
Morgan Shelton (10)
Bevan Laidlaw (11)
Bevan Laidlaw (12)
Mark Edwards (12)
Shawn Howell (13)
Richard Fornari (11)
Nathan Graham & Lachlan Tancred (4)
Darren Shield (6)

*** donates CLUB RECORD

Season Penalty Goals
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000

Matt Brinnand (11)
Matt Brinnand (19)
Ryan Siviour (25)
Matt Brinnand (18)
Ryan Siviour (14)
Matt Ley (17)
Shawn Howell (10)
Shawn Howell (11)
Shawn Howell (10)
Bevan Laidlaw (7)
Shawn Howell & Khan Kim (10)
Shawn Howell (27)***
Daniel Studders (7)
John Ratcliffe (9)
Nathan Graham (2)
Jamie Wood (10)

Season Conversions
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000

Alex Dolly (57)***
Alex Dolly (43)
Matt Brinnand (37)
Matt Brinnand (38)
Ben Cividin (23)
Matt Ley (12)
Khan Kim (14)
Shawn Howell (25)
Shawn Howell (20)
David Laidlaw (24)
Shawn Howell & Khan Kim (10)
Daniel Studders
Adam Eather (15)
Ben Graham (21)
Adam Eather (6)
Jamie Wood (23)

OVERALL POINTS FOR
HRC - SENIORS
POINTS
709
703
554
523
460
348
335
334
294
270

Matt Brinnand
Ryan Siviour
Shawn Howell
Morgan Skelton
Daniel Studders
Khan Kim
Jake Gorma
Matt Ley
Alex Dolly
Tom Gorman

TRIES
77
54
49
49
46
43
38
37
36
34

Morgan Skelton
Tom Gorman
James Clarke
Ryan Siviour
Shawn Howell
Matt Ley
Josh Fergusson
Charlie Budwee
Daniel Studders
Matt Brinnand

CONVERSIONS
151
118
100
84
83
69
67
64
60
54

Matt Brinnand
Ryan Siviour
Alex Dolly
Shawn Howell
Daniel Studders
Khan Kim
Ben Graham
Morgan Skelton
David Martyn
Jake Gorman

PENALITIES
75
72
52
40
33
23
21
21
19
18

Matt Brinnand
Ryan Siviour
Shawn Howell
Khan Kim
Daniel Studders
Alex Dolly
David Martyn
Matt Ley
Ben Cividin
Ben Graham

FIELD GOALS
5
4
2
1

Daniel Studders
Matt Brinnand
Ryan Siviour
David Chalk, James Clarke, Jake Gorman, CJ
Rapinette, Morgan Skelton, Brett Turpin, Jamie
Wood

Thank you to our Sponsors

